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Ç A Ğ L AYA N A R K A N : M I C R O S O F T

Creating well-designed, superior products is a challenge that every manufacturer knows too well, especially in the high tech industry where time and budget
are never on side.
In this section we take a glimpse at how Microsoft
Devices Group is succeeding in meeting these challenges by bringing together talent spanning multiple
disciplines, from design and engineering to sourcing
and manufacturing. Ultimately, this is helping them
to simplify the way they design and develop the next
generation of devices.

PROFILED: MICROSOFT DEVICES GROUP
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Superior

design

As part of its commitment to deliver products that
are innovative but beautiful too, Microsoft Devices
Group has adopted Dassault Systèmes’ high tech
industry solutions based on the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform. The result is improved cross discipline
collaboration, for higher design impact
BY REBECCA L AMBERT
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“

ow many times have you picked up that
phone, MP3 player, tablet, new electronic device and put it back on the shelf?”
asks Olivier Ribet, vice president of High-Tech
Industry at Dassault Systèmes. For every brilliantly designed, successful product, hundreds
of failed products litter the shelves of electronics
stores and remain unsold. According to Ribet,
this is because they don’t capture and hold the
consumer’s attention.
“Designing for that ‘first moment of truth’ is
critical,” he explains. “The consumer experience, how the product looks and feels, and the
delight it generates, is a major focus point in today’s high tech industry,” says Ribet.
The Phones team within Microsoft Devices
Group is responsible for the company’s devices strategy, including Microsoft Lumia smartphones and accessories, and it takes product
design very seriously.
“We want to be known for beautiful and technologically advanced products that help people
do more and provide them with great experiences when they access information or simply

communicate with one another,” says 
Pauli
Korhonen, a solution delivery manager of mechanical engineering at Microsoft. In 2014,
Microsoft made important game-
changing
decisions to streamline the way in which it develops products and leverages its design talent.
“From an IT perspective, we were using heavily customised third-party applications that resulted in a too high total cost of ownership to
keep software maintained and up to date,” says
Korhonen. “We, therefore, needed to standardise our installation at all our development
sites around the world to improve product design cycle times and data quality, to provide all
stakeholders with access to accurate product information, and to increase the efficiency of our
R&D and manufacturing entities.”
The group adopted Dassault Systèmes’
3DEXPERIENCE platform alongside two

industry-specific solutions called HT body

and Smarter, Faster, Lighter to streamline
product development.“We help high tech companies imagine, engineer, deliver and market
successfully smart connected experiences in

“We want to be known for beautiful
and technologically advanced
products that help people do more”
the age of the internet of things,” says Ribet.
“Based on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, our
industry solutions allows them to create digital, durable and desirable experiences.”
For a global organisation, providing all stakeholders with remote and simultaneous access to
product information shortens development c ycle
times and improves design quality – and this is
what the solutions from Dassault Systèmes help
them to do. “With the 3DEXPERIENCE platform we have real concurrent engineering with
everyone working on the same design at the
same time,” says Korhonen.
Smarter, Faster, L
 ighter further enhances collaboration by allowing multi-disciplinary teams
to work sim
ultaneously on product development. This improves profitability by accelerating
time to market and reducing engineering costs.
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Smarter, Faster, Lighter
provides a clear view
of the product as
it evolves, allowing
Microsoft to design
and add individual
components
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“Our products are increasingly sophisticated
because of the interdependence among mechanical housing, printed circuit board and assembly process,” says Korhonen. “Smarter, Faster,
Lighter supports the integrated approach that is
essential to any mechatronics design with endto-end traceability. Multidisciplinary teams have
online access to our environment. They work in
concert and are aware, at all times, what their
colleagues and other project participants are doing and what their requirements are. The design
matures as an ensemble, which minimises costly
re-dos and product recalls.”
HT body, meanwhile, ensures that the final
product looks as good as it can be. According
to Ribet, it’s the ‘ultimate design experience’. “It
gives you a platform where your designers can
explore their ideas and effectively push the best
designs further,” he says. “It helps any design
team to innovate and create, which ultimately
results in great aesthetics in the final product.”
It’s also highly secure. “This is very crucial for a
global business, because it gives everyone access to
the same information, which results in shorter development cycle times and better quality designs,”
Ribet adds. “When everyone sees the latest designs, they are able to adequately improve on it, all
while safeguarding their designs from prying eyes.”
Today, hundreds of users in Microsoft Devices Group across Europe, the Americas and Asia
use the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, bringing
together talent spanning multiple disciplines,

from design and engineering to sourcing and
manufacturing. Ultimately, this is helping them
to simplify the way they design and develop the
next generation of devices.
“We now want to provide key suppliers and other
disciplines in our global organisation with access to
this platform and the high tech industry solution
experiences to streamline collaboration even further by eliminating the need to send information
back and forth,” says Korhonen. “Extending these
experiences to other stakeholders will enable them
to participate in the design effort as well, and to exchange ideas, which will lead to exciting products
that help people do more.”
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The rise of

A

connected devices
In-home internet of things device adoption rates are set to soar in the coming years.
We explore what opportunities this brings to manufacturers and how they can deliver
connected experiences that provide value to consumers
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

cquity Group’s 2014 Internet of Things
Study reports that today, 7% of consumers own a wearable internet of things
(IoT) device and 4% have an in-home IoT device
such as a smart thermostat or in-home security
camera. By 2016, wearable device adoption rates
are expected to reach 28% and, within the next
five years, nearly two-thirds of consumers plan
to buy an in-home IoT device.
“While IoT is still in its infancy, this technology is poised for massive growth in the next
decade,” says the report. “We are already seeing
computer- and sensor-infused objects in a variety of industries, including automotive, energy,
consumer electronics and in-home appliances.
As it becomes less expensive to integrate technology into physical objects, we will see more
applications and adoption of this technology.”
Indranil Sircar, director of Microsoft’s industry
technology strategy for discrete manufacturing, is
not alone in the belief that the rise of IoT presents
a huge opportunity for manufacturers. “IoT offers
so many benefits for manufacturers, both in terms
of market demand for the production of billions of
new smart devices, which will generate new revenue streams, but also from the chance to more efficiently track materials and components, leading to
better service delivery as well as cost efficiencies.”

While many talk about IoT as a revolution,
Sircar explains that it is more likely to come as
an evolution. “IoT has arrived and ‘things’ are
already being connected, allowing people to harness data to generate new insights, efficiencies
and opportunities. Over time, these connected
systems will become connected to other connected things, creating more effective solutions
delivering significant value to end consumers.”
One key area in which IoT is expected to have a
dramatic impact is in consumers’ homes. According to NXP Semiconductors, within five years,
most homes will have 200 devices linked to the
internet, from light bulbs to washing machines.
Earlier in 2014, US home automation and
control technology company Insteon integrated Cortana, Microsoft’s Windows phone digital assistant, with its smart products, enabling
users to control and monitor their homes via
voice commands.
Through the Insteon Windows 8.1 Phone app,
users can accomplish a variety of tasks by simply
speaking to their Windows phone, such as turning lights on and off or dimming them, locking
and unlocking doors, opening and closing a garage door, adjusting the thermostat and more.
“Our long-term goal is to give users complete
autonomy over their homes and smart prod-

VIEWPOINT

End-to-end design
Olivier Ribet at Dassault Systèmes highlights the importance of bringing together multidisciplinary teams to deliver smart products in the age of IoT

The number of people
who own wearable
devices, such as
Microsoft Band, will

Consumers don’t just want products anymore. They want
true end-to-end compelling and intuitive experiences
that are possible thanks to the combination of hardware,
software, content, applications and services.
But delivering ultimate experiences presents a number
of challenges for manufacturers. Products are much
more complex to design when they have multiple
components. Bringing together multi-disciplinary
teams requires extraordinary coordination of systems,
electronics, mechanical and software engineering.
The development environment requires more than simple
product lifecycle management tools. Diverse engineering
work must be intelligently captured, coordinated and
shared in real time with low effort and easy-to-understand
user interfaces. Different design goals, best practices,

terminologies, specifications and schedules must all be
efficiently managed and shared with a holistic view.
The Dassault Systèmes Industry Solution Experiences
powered by the 3DEXPERIENCE platform help high tech
companies streamline their global product development
processes. They provide a structured, integrated,
yet flexible and modular collaborative development
experience. This ensures that each engineer is 100% aware
of their colleagues’ work and the associated impacts that
each change will generate. It helps accelerate product
development cycles and minimise engineering costs, while
improving product development capacity.
Olivier Ribet is vice president of High-Tech Industry at
Dassault Systèmes

reach 28% by 2016
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ucts,” said Joe Dada, Insteon’s CEO, in a press
release. “Adding a voice-driven, personal assistant into the mix is just another way that we can
make people’s lives easier.”
IoT devices are also expected to become increasingly popular in the wearables space. Microsoft has recently unveiled a new wearable
smart band and health platform that aims to
make the process of tracking personal fitness
easier, more insightful and more holistic. Microsoft Band features ten smart sensors that
monitor wearers’ heart rate, calorie intake,
sleep quality and more. It also delivers a number of productivity scenarios with smart notifications, including incoming calls, e-mails, texts
and social updates, as well as access to Cortana.
Over time, Microsoft Health will combine fitness data with calendar and e-mail information
from Office. This will help to deliver insights into
fitness performance relative to work schedules
and determine things such as whether eating
breakfast improves performance.
Sircar explains that products like this will become more widespread as the capabilities to deliver useful insights continue to develop.
“At the end of the day, it is about providing a
consumer experience that delivers significant
value,” he says. “In the case of Microsoft Band, it’s
not just about delivering health insights, it’s about

Insteon’s Windows
8.1 Phone app allows
users to remotely
control appliances in
their home

learning – can be applied to vehicle data to develop optimal performance settings and even
send control parameters to the car for better
performance,” explains Sircar.
Over the next few years, Sircar says that the rise
of standards like AllJoin will make interoperability a lot easier to accomplish, allowing more
things to become connected to each other, gen-

erating greater value for the end user. “It may not
be too farfetched to imagine that home appliances in future will be connected to each other and
able to send useful insights. So, a refrigerator
may be able to send me an alert when I’m on my
way home to let me know that I need to pick up
some more milk. I believe we’re just at the start
of realising the true potential of IoT.”

VIEWPOINT
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IoT in the factory

Smarter and safer vehicles

Manufacturers can benefit from connected products to reduce downtime and ensure greater efficiency
across their businesses, explains Johannes Petrowisch at COPA-DATA

Aside from building the cars themselves,
manufacturers also need to focus on the overall vehicle
experience, says Olivier Sappin at Dassault Systèmes

Big data and IoT solutions are reshaping business as
we know it today. They are helping manufacturers to
optimise their operations, provide better services to
their customers and create new fields of businesses.
Today, the key to success is all about efficiency, flexibility
and the ability to optimise production processes, and this
is exactly what can be achieved by collecting and analysing
process data in real time. By having the insight to reduce
equipment failure and maintenance downtime, and
optimise the use of resources, manufacturers can improve
overall equipment effectiveness and achieve significant
cost savings across their businesses.
Connected sensors will take this a step further. Not only
will manufacturers be able to fix equipment failures more
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bringing together all of the elements of a consumer’s work and day-to-day life”
Aside from manufacturing these physical
connected products, companies will also need
to develop services that coordinate and manage the multiple things that consumers will interact with on a daily basis – both at home and
at work. In fact, research firm Gartner predicts
that IoT will create US$1.9 trillion of economic value add by 2020, and 80% of that supplier
revenue will be derived from services rather
than products.
“The incremental cost of hardware and embedded software is relatively small, whereas the
service and analytics opportunity is much larger,” according to Gartner. “While initially, much
of the supplier focus in the IoT markets will be
on hardware and software, as business models
mature, the market will increasingly be driven
by services, including data analytics.”
In the future, as more data is processed and
analysed by smart connected products, the
greater opportunities businesses will have
to deliver value to their customers, identify
trends for further product and service marketing initiatives, as well as help to save on energy
use. “For example, as the maturity of cloudbased connected consumer devices evolves,
more sophisticated tools – such as machine
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quickly, they will be able to predict potential problems too.
And maintaining machines before they break down means
addressing failures before they even happen.
From sensors and mobile devices to the cloud, COPADATA’s HMI/SCADA and reporting software zenon enables
manufacturers to collect and process data from multiple
industrial hardware components, providing the information
they need to optimise their production processes. This
includes the analysis of real-time and historical data across
multiple production sites, allowing for better benchmarking
and actionable insights for manufacturers.
Johannes Petrowisch is partner account manager
at COPA-DATA

Soon, cars will not only be an expression of personal style;
they will become a mobility-based service delivery vehicle
that intelligently connects to traffic, urban and even
community and home-grids. They will be smart and safe.
We are entering the era of mobile experiences, and
in the automotive space this is leading to innovations
around onboard systems, passenger and pedestrian
safety, and much more. In fact, electronics and software
currently represent over 80% of vehicle innovation,
with much of that focused on active or passive safety,
entertainment and performance.
Our industry solution experiences like ‘Smart, Safe &
Connected Car’ and ‘Modular, GloCal & Secure’ are tailored

for automotive manufacturers and developers of complex
systems, helping them to holistically address the specific
needs of this dynamically evolving industry. Customers
like Renault, Jaguar Land Rover, Akka Technologies and
Tesla motors are already leveraging the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform to exploit new levels of engineering productivity
while pushing the boundaries of innovation.
Olivier Sappin is vice president of Transportation and
Mobility Industry at Dassault Systèmes
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Paul Sicking
As CTO of Siemens PLM Software, Paul Sicking is responsible for tracking new
technology and trends and figuring out how they can be incorporated into the
company’s software to benefit customers. Success, he says, is not just about inventing
some cool, new technology, it’s about identifying the business value in it too
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

T

he computing world was a lot simpler when
Paul Sicking joined Siemens PLM Software
40 years ago. “We referred to the computers
we were using at the time as mini computers, but
there was nothing mini about them compared to
what we have today,” he says.
Having started out as a programmer in the
area of finite element modelling and CAD, over
the years Sicking has held a wide range of technical and managerial positions, progressing up
the ranks to the role of CTO. Today, when he’s
not involved in charity work – building houses
for people living in impoverished conditions in
Mexico – Sicking spends his time driving new
initiatives throughout Siemens PLM Software,
and working with product groups to ensure
that the technology they develop aligns with the
company’s overall strategy. “I’m always learning
about new technologies and how we might leverage them,” he says. “Ultimately, it’s my responsibility to work on the overall technical strategy
of the organisation.”
Last year, Siemens PLM Software celebrated its
50th anniversary as a software company and, although the technologies it delivers today are quite
different from what it first offered customers all
those years ago, the things that made it successful
back then are still alive and well in the company
today. “That involves staying close to our customers, treating them as partners, having empathy
for their situation and not just coming in, selling
software and then leaving,” says Sicking.
So while the company spends a lot of time innovating and developing new technologies, it always keeps in mind the potential impact this will
have on its customers. “We recognise the investments they have made in our existing technology
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and we ensure that they can leverage that investment in new generations of our products,” says
Sicking. “One of the ways we refer to that is piecewise revolution – that is, we make major advances to our technologies but allow our customers to
adopt those advancements incrementally.”
Currently, Sicking says that mobile and cloud
technologies in particular are having a significant
impact on the computing landscape. “Mobility
and cloud are two key trends that are playing a
major role in our software and how our customers use our software,” he says. “There are fewer
parts of the world where you can’t get an internet
connection these days, so that pervasive connectivity is really important to our customers.”
To keep up with developments like this, S iemens
takes a pretty structured approach to tracking
new technology and trends. “We have something
that we call an ‘innovation radar’ to help identify
fields of innovation,” says Sicking. “Within those
fields we identify pertinent technologies and predict at what point we think they’re going to be
mature enough to incorporate into our products.”
Siemens listens carefully to its customers too.
“They’re a great source of ideas and advise us on
how new technologies can be used in industry,”
Sicking explains.
In fact, the CTO has said that one of the most
important lessons he’s learned in business so far
is staying close to customers at every stage of the
development process. “You can’t just sit in an ivory tower and invent some cool, new technology,”
he says. “You need to make sure that there is some
business value in it. Really, our customers are a
kind of truth serum for us. If we have a great idea,
they will tell us it’s great, and if we have a stupid
one, they’re not shy about saying it’s stupid!”

“Manufacturers are producing more
intelligent products than ever before”

The company also values its partnerships with
other technology vendors such as Microsoft to
strengthen its offering. “JT is a great example of
our partnership with Microsoft,” says Sicking.
“We’ve worked closely with the company over the
last year or so to make our JT technology available more pervasively in the Windows environment. JT2Go, our 3D viewer, runs on W
 indows
8.1 and is now available in the Windows Store.
Working with Microsoft, we have incorporated
the modern Windows interface and integrated it
into the overall Windows environment, including Office and 3D printing.”
Looking ahead, Sicking says that his company will continue to develop solutions that keep
manufacturers at the forefront of innovation.
“We need to be prepared to quickly leverage new

technologies along with our existing solutions,”
he says. “One example of how we’re supporting
manufacturing is 3D printing – although additive manufacturing may be a more accurate way
of referring to it. We’re looking at novel ways to
combine additive manufacturing with our traditional subtractive technologies, so that users can
build up material and then very accurately remove and refine a bit of material to make a very
precise product.
“Manufacturers are producing more intelligent
products than ever before and I think that our
solutions are going to play a major role in driving forward their innovation efforts. Siemens
has a unique set of talent and resources within its
corporate family, so we will continue to leverage
that too to ensure we stay ahead of the game.”
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A fresh approach
Equipped with a new brand identity, JDA Software’s mission is to provide innovative
software solutions that help its supply chain customers succeed. We spoke with the firm’s
chief marketing officer, Kevin Iaquinto, to find out more

T
Make a breakthrough
in machinery engineering.
Siemens PLM Software: Smarter decisions, better products.

Deliver smarter machinery
faster—with less risk.
Machinery manufacturers face intense global competition,
increasing regulatory pressure and growing demand for
custom machines.

Tell us a little about JDA Software and how
the company has evolved in recent years?
An incredible amount of change has happened at
JDA over the past few years as a result of our product innovations and acquisitions that people often
don’t hear about. While customers may know that
we acquired i2 and merged with RedPrairie in recent years, many don’t know that this has created
a company with over 4,800 associates with over
10,000 collective years of experience in retail and
supply chain. Or that JDA has been filing an average of one patent per month for the past 36 months
and now has over 400 patents granted or pending.
What is the essence of the new JDA
brand identity?
The essence of our brand is embodied in our
new tagline – ‘Plan to deliver’. It reflects how our
game-changing portfolio of end-to-end solutions helps our retail, manufacturing and distributor customers to deliver more to their own
customers. It also embodies our commitment to
our customers that we will always deliver on our
promise of superior software, services and deployment options.

To stand out, you need to break through. You need to
design, engineer and manufacture smart “Mission-driven
Machines” that can be customized easily, assembled
confidently and delivered dependably.
Siemens PLM Software can help. Our Advanced Machine
Engineering solution can help you achieve faster systemsdriven design, better upfront validation, streamlined
manufacturing—and greater profitability.
Learn more about our solution for Mission-driven
Machines at bit.ly/breakthrough5

he recently unveiled new brand identity
from supply chain solutions specialist JDA
Software features an important tagline
for the company – ‘Plan to deliver’. According
to the company’s chief marketing officer Kevin
Iaquinto, this new mission statement clear
ly articulates JDA’s commitment to delivering
complete, end-to-end solutions that encompass
everything from planning to delivery for retailers, manufacturers and distributors.

Advanced Machine Engineering from
Siemens PLM Software helps manufacturers develop more profitable industrial
machinery, with faster product delivery
and reduced lifecycle costs.

Answers for industry.

How does this translate into practice?
Our new visual identity represents a fresh, modern, approachable JDA, with a laser-focus on ensuring customer success throughout the organisation, and an accelerating pace of innovation.

“JDA has been filing
an average of one
patent per month for
the past 36 months”

The new corporate identity also includes the new
infusion of talent into JDA, including our new
CEO, Bal Dial. JDA has more talent and experience than anyone else in the industry, which translates into superior solutions and services.
What other changes are you making to better
serve customers?
We have reorganised the company with the specific purpose of better serving our customers’
needs, whether that is developing agile and innovative technology, the industry’s first and only
end-to-end cloud deployed planning to delivery
solutions, expert consulting, or customer-driven
support and services. We know that in this increasingly volatile, rapidly changing world, our
customers cannot successfully compete unless
we deliver innovative products and services on
a rapid-fire basis.
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Winning today’s
challenges in pharma

Industry 4.0: from
vision to reality

ANDREA RUOSI: AX FOR PHARMA

M I K E J A M E S : AT S I N T E R N AT I O N A L

Integrated enterprise resource planning systems are key to
helping pharmaceutical companies control operational costs
while remaining compliant

Introducing the trends around social, digital and
sustainability that are coming together to drive Industry
4.0 – the fourth industrial revolution

P

harmaceutical companies across the globe
must contend with numerous challenges.
They face pressure to control operational costs, increase R&D investments and reduce
prices for end users, and must also remain compliant with ever-increasing industry regulations.
For example, as the number of ‘pharmerging
markets’ and the ‘patent cliff ’ – a phenomenon
prompted by patents for major prescription drugs
expiring – continues to escalate, major pharmaceuticals will lose revenue to smaller players
mass-producing generic versions of medications.
Meanwhile, amendments to legislations such
as the Good Manufacturing Practices Chapters
3 and 5 will force pharmaceutical companies to
improve quality control and develop dedicated
facilities to address cross-contamination issues.
Changes to packaging requirements will also
significantly increase costs across the whole supply chain and subsequently raise product costs.
While essential, ensuring compliance and
producing high quality products in a tightly
regulated industry can be difficult. Most pharmaceuticals now have a quality assurance and
quality control (QA/QC) department, with a
quality management system to identify, monitor
and prevent defects in processes and products.
Using standardised operating procedures and
policies, QA/QC teams help companies to meet
production and regulatory requirements, while
limiting instances of non-conformity across
their supply chains.
The pharmaceutical industry typically approaches
quality control reactively, implementing corrective
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actions to combat instances of non-conformity.
This is often done manually, which can lead to data
duplication and human error.
Instead, organisations should take a more proactive approach, prioritising product performance and quality from the start. This requires
modern IT systems and integrated enterprise
resource planning (ERP) solutions that provide
full control over operational processes.
Our experience with companies that deploy
our AX for Pharma solution – which leverages Dynamics AX, SQL Server, SharePoint and
Office – indicates that it significantly improves
the user experience and allows the QA/QC de-

“Modern ERP solutions provide full
control over operational processes”
partment to manage, update and validate the
system in a controlled and cost-effective manner. The solution can also be combined with
industry-specific systems to natively support

many ERP and quality-related workflows. This
ensures compliance with international regulations and guidelines from industry bodies, such
as the Food and Drug Administration and the
European Medicines Agency.
AX for Pharma is a fully integrated, off-the-shelf
solution, with continuously-added new features
and functionalities to help businesses remain
compliant and at the forefront of the industry.
Andrea Ruosi is CEO of AX for Pharma

I

n April 2013 at Hannover Messe, a consortium of universities, research institutions and
industrial companies in Germany presented
a report which called for investment, awareness, ideas and further research to help realise
Industry 4.0 – a term used to describe a wide
variety of innovations in IT, manufacturing
technology and materials that will lead to the
fourth industrial revolution.
On the other side of the Atlantic, the Smart
Manufacturing Leadership Coalition in the US
is supporting the development of smart manufacturing – systems that integrate manufacturing intelligence in real-time across an entire
production operation.
Essentially, the industrialised countries have
spotted an opportunity. Each wants to be at the
forefront of the new industrial revolution – a
revolution which is expected to bring manufacturing back to Europe and North America, and
create high value-added jobs.
Social, technology and green changes are driving the revolution, which will lead to the individualisation of mass production. Everything from
your car to your shoes will be made to your specifications, but still mass produced.
This is a social change and we estimate that
people are willing to pay around 10-15% more
for a unique product. At the same time, they expect to be able to get their hands on their purchase almost immediately, and this is driving the
trend to make products locally.
Green is having a major impact too; we do
not want any waste, and we do not want to use

precious fuel to transport goods unnecessarily. Again, this will lead to small-scale, localised
manufacturing. Microbreweries are already
leading the charge in this respect.
In the fourth industrial revolution, manufacturing plants will be self-organising. Products
and machines will be able to talk to each other,
and they will have chips with detailed manufacturing instructions embedded in them.
Then there is the concept of cyber physical systems. Our plants, products and equipment will
first be built in simulated environments and virtual
reality will be used to check the feasibility, layout,
quality and volume that can be achieved. Not a

“Everything from your car to
your shoes will be made to
your specifications”
foundation stone will be laid of the physical factory
before the virtual factory has been perfected.
So how can manufacturers drive forward
this next industrial revolution? I’ll consider
this question in future articles within OnWindows, as well as at my upcoming global workshops hosted by the Manufacturing Operations
Management Institute. For discussion – what
steps can manufacturers take to prepare for the
fourth industrial revolution?
Mike James is the chairman and CTO
of ATS International
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RESOURCES

From start-up
to enterprise
Fluids and environmental solutions provider Rockwater Energy Solutions
is using Microsoft Dynamics AX and Dynamics CRM to support its rapidly
growing business and give executives the ability to gain a snapshot into
the health of the business at any given moment

R

ockwater Energy Solutions is a fluids management and environmental solutions provider that was formed in 2011 to pioneer
the concept of a complete lifecycle solution for
oilfield water management. The company focuses
on recycling water that is used during hydraulic
fracturing and provides services to meet the water, stimulation, fracturing, fluids and production
needs of customers in the oil and gas sector.
Following the appointment of Biren Kumar
as the company’s CIO, Rockwater set out to
build an IT environment that would support its
growth amid an aggressive acquisition strategy.
One of the most important decisions Kumar
would have to make in his new role was choosing the right enterprise resource planning
(ERP) solution.
Before adoption, several key requirements
had to be addressed. The system would need
to support Rockwater’s complex entity structure, including the ability to perform multi-level
consolidations and handle multiple charts of accounts. The system also needed to analyse business information across region, location and line
of business. Multicurrency and deep manufacturing capabilities were also required.
Rockwater selected Microsoft Dynamics AX
as it has the features and capabilities required
to meet the company’s needs. Rockwater would
also be able to fully use the Microsoft technology
stack thanks to the solution.
“Our major reason for choosing Microsoft
Dynamics AX over other ERP systems is that it
allows us to be flexible and agile,” says Kumar.
“It has robust manufacturing capabilities and is
backed by partners that offer industry solutions.”
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Following the deployment of Microsoft Dynamics AX, Rockwater’s management decided the
next order of business would be to deploy a customer relationship management (CRM) system.
“From a pricing and value perspective, we liked
what we saw with Microsoft Dynamics CRM –
and as an added value, integration across the Microsoft solution stack allows for seamless flow of
information,” says Kumar.
Over 18 months, Rockwater worked with
Microsoft partner Edgewater Fullscope to deploy Dynamics AX to 30 entities. Today, a single
instance of Microsoft Dynamics AX manages all
30 entities and accounts for the company’s complex organisational structure.
“Rockwater Energy Solutions has experienced
tremendous growth in a short period of time,” says
Russell Smith, senior vice president of Edgewater
Fullscope. “Microsoft Dynamics AX has kept pace
with Rockwater’s growth and provides a strong
platform for them to build upon in the future.”
The initial deployment of Microsoft Dynamics
AX took only six months, and currently 400 staff
use the solution. These users are spread across
30 business entities and the company’s chemical
manufacturing and water management divisions.
In the chemical manufacturing division, Microsoft Dynamics AX is used in nearly every
process in the manufacturing and distribution
of chemicals to wholesalers and retailers. In the
water management division, the ERP solution
covers equipment rentals, water transportation,
sand pipeline and proppant management used in
the hydraulic fracturing process.
Rockwater is using cloud-based technologies,
including Office 365 and Microsoft Azure, to

Using cloud-based
technologies,
Rockwater has helped
improve business
information availability
for remote workers

help increase the availability of business information to mobile and remote workers.
The company has also built dashboards and
analysis tools to leverage the data created by Microsoft Dynamics AX and Microsoft Dynamics
CRM through PowerPivot and PowerBI. And
thanks to Microsoft Azure, Rockwater is making
data from Microsoft Dynamics AX available in a
number of mobile applications.
“For a company with 1,000 trucks and 5,000
mobile assets, mobility is huge,” says Kumar.
“We have built apps such as a truck locator

which helps us answer the questions like where
is a particular truck? How far is that particular
truck from a job?”
Rockwater has also centralised its back offices
from ten processing locations to just two, helping
improve back-office efficiency by as much as 30%.
With Microsoft Dynamics AX, Rockwater is able
to react to market changes and deploy new functionality that will help improve processes, support
the needs of new acquisitions, and innovate.
“With Microsoft Dynamics AX, we can begin to
differentiate our company to our customers based
on information – be it through portals or mobile
devices,” says Kumar. “And it’s being able to provide that information which will hook our customers and keep them coming back to Rockwater.”
Bill Moffett, manufacturing industry senior
product manager for Microsoft Dynamics, is
excited about the partnership with Rockwater
Energy and Edgewater Fullscope. “Rockwater’s
success with Microsoft Dynamics is a fantastic
example of what happens when you bring the
power of the full Microsoft solution platform
together with resources from our partner ecosystem that know really how to implement effectively,” he says. “When you combine the right
tools with the right partner and then throw in a
powerful vision of what success looks like from
three key business partners in Rockwater Energy, Microsoft and Edgewater Fullscope, it makes
for a fantastic success story across the board.”
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Turning information
into innovation
Using Teamcenter from Siemens PLM Software, South East (Fujian) Motor in China has
established a foundation to better manage R&D data, increase production capacity and
develop new brands

F

ounded in 1995, South East (Fujian) Motor
(SEM) is a joint venture between China Motor
Corporation, Fujian Motor Industry Group
and Mitsubishi Motors. Its principal activity is the
manufacture and sale of cars and minibuses sold
under the Soueast and Mitsubishi brands.
SEM currently has an annual production capacity of 150,000 vehicles, but it will soon commence an expansion project that will allow it to
produce between 400,000 and 500,000 vehicles
per year. In addition, it is working hard to develop cars under its own independent brand,
such as the V3 Lingyue, the V5 Lingzhi and V6
Lingshi, which are already on the market. Future
plans call for DX7 and R7 sport utility vehicles as
well as new energy-efficient vehicles.
To accomplish these goals, SEM needed an
advanced product lifecycle management (PLM)
platform that would manage R&D data across
multiple information systems, and it chose
Teamcenter software from Siemens PLM Software to handle this.
“Teamcenter provides a complete platform and
integrated solution covering the whole product
lifecycle from product planning, industrial design, engineering design, quality management,
production management all the way through
product services,” says Li Yongbin, consultant
manager in SEM’s general manager’s office.
Today, SEM’s PLM system provides a unified
R&D information management platform that
delivers real-time, accurate, traceable vehicle development information. The system enables fully
configured bill of materials management, manages design process standards and specifications, and
fosters collaborative product development. It also
permits digital mock-ups of vehicles, improving
data accuracy and quality, and enhancing the effi-

ciency of the design change process. The drawing
release process is now 30% faster, the engineering
release process in management fields is 40% faster,
and design drawing accuracy is over 99%.
The Teamcenter implementation is part of SEM’s
process of continuous informationalisation (a
term that refers to the automation of business processes). SEM has attained great benefits from this,
enjoying direct economic returns of more than 13
million Yuan annually from reduced stock, inventory, capital costs, labour costs and production
costs, as well as improved productivity.
SEM is now planning to expand PLM to upstream
and downstream engineering, and to introduce additional Teamcenter functionality such as program
and project management, style management, design process management, parts management and
computer-aided engineering (CAE) integration. Its
ultimate aim is to facilitate innovation in products
and business processes by turning information
into an important strategic resource that enhances
the core competitiveness of the enterprise.

With its new PLM
system, SEM is able to
bring new vehicles to
market faster
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Get off the paper trail
and onto the Fast Track

PROFILED: LEECO STEEL

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

Automated and
error-free accounts
US steel plate distributor Leeco Steel has automated its accounts processes using
Metafile’s MetaViewer, helping it to increase staff productivity and handle more
invoices than ever before
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eeco Steel is one of the largest steel plate distributors in North America. In recent years
it has experienced exponential growth, but
it was finding that its current imaging system
could not keep up.
The company decided to look for a paperless
document management solution in order to increase employee efficiency, simplify and make
its accounts payable process more transparent,
as well as increase billing accuracy.
The solution needed to be able to automate
both Leeco’s accounts payable and receivable
processes, be accessible via the web and give the
company’s IT department the ability to manage
its own system to cut back on costs.
Leeco selected Metafile’s MetaViewer document management solution to integrate with
its existing enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system. Today, the document management solution handles all of the company’s invoices – both
print and electronic. This means that all invoices are indexed, routed and archived without
the need for manila folders, filing cabinets and
binder tabs. And, instead of risking the possibility of data entry errors, the entire process is automated and keeps invoices and other documents
in order. By doing this, time can be used more
efficiently by employees who no longer have to
enter data manually.
“Integrating MetaViewer into both accounts
payable and accounts receivable departments
makes it quicker, easier and safer to manage invoices and other documents,” says Nick Sprau,
vice president of marketing and sales at Metafile
Information Systems. “By automating these processes, employees are freed up to work on other
crucial business projects while letting MetaViewer and their ERP system do all the rest.”

Leeco’s accounts receivable department now
has much more streamlined processes. By combining its new document management system
with its existing ERP platform, time for invoice
processing has been reduced while productivity
has increased – the company is able to process
20% more invoices than before.
“The department had previously endured a
daily multi-step process to manage documents,
including bank documents, credit applications
and accounts receivable invoices,” says Sprau.
“Now, rather than sending multiple e-mails to
clients and customers, they send out one all-inclusive email that contains all of the content that
had previously been sent individually.”
In addition, the company’s daily received not
invoiced (RNI) report, or accrued payables, used
to amount to US$8 million worth of unpaid materials. With MetaViewer, its RNI report has been
reduced down to only US$1 million. This has resulted in fewer incorrectly vouchered receipts in
the RNI report and has saved the accounts payable department time, hassle and credibility.

By cutting out manual
data entry, Leeco Steel
staff have more time to
focus on other projects
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Reducing risk with
reliable recovery

we have been able to cut our recovery point objective from two days to just one hour, minimising data loss to a level we are comfortable
with. And AppAssure is completely reliable;
it does what it’s supposed to do. I no longer
have to constantly be checking on backups and
tweaking settings.”
With AppAssure, AE&C Services can recover quickly from a failure, so Holland knows he
will never again have to spend a whole weekend
painstakingly restoring the environment. “I’ve
dealt with Novell back up, tape back ups and a
variety of software back ups – often you have to
go through several clicks and three or four tabs to
find what you’re looking for,” explains Holland.
“The AppAssure UI is very smooth. If some file
needs to be recovered, you can just go in there
and boom, you’re looking at it. Because I have
added a battery back up to handle the blackouts
we experience, I have not had to make a largescale recovery, but I estimate it would take less
than half a day with AppAssure, rather than the
48 hours or longer it used to take.”
AppAssure has enabled AE&C Services to reduce costs by 10%. In addition, Holland is saving an hour of work each day, giving him more

Aeroplane repair firm AE&C Services has dramatically improved recovery
times while reducing its IT workload by implementing back-up, recovery
and replication software from Dell

A

E&C Services in the US provides repair and
overhaul services to aviation 
customers
worldwide. The company is certified by
the FAA and EASA as a Part 145 Repair Station
in component repair and overhaul, specialising
in electro-mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatictype aircraft components and accessories.
Like many fledgling small businesses, AE&C
Services began with an IT infrastructure comprising little more than a few desktop computers
and a Microsoft Access database for managing
work orders, inventory and so forth. As business
quickly grew, the company recognised the need
for a more sophisticated infrastructure.
AE&C Services started out with a Dell
PowerEdge SC420 server running Microsoft

Office Small Business Edition. Over several years,
the company added larger hard drives, more
RAM and faster processors. Then, when the time
was right, it upgraded to a Dell P
 owerEdge 1420
server for enterprise-level growth.
AE&C Services also upgraded its software to
keep up with business requirements, building
a SQL Server database and a comprehensive
content management system (CMS), which has
evolved over the years into a mission-critical
solution for AE&C Services.
“The custom CMS software and the SQL data
base are absolutely critical to our business,”
explains Jason Holland, system administrator and software developer at AE&C Services.
“Everything is integrated in there, including inventory, work orders, purchase orders, sales, and
shipping and receiving information. It’s now 5TB
and it continues to grow every day.”
To provide back-up and recovery for that critical data, AE&C Services was using NovaStor’s
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NovaBackup. However, the solution required a
great deal of manual intervention and failed to
deliver either the recovery point objective (RPO)
or the recovery time objective (RTO) that the
company needed – especially since the building
is in an industrial area that experiences frequent
short power failures.
For more reliable, automated back-up and
quick recovery, AE&C Services decided to implement AppAssure from Dell.
With AppAssure, AE&C Services is able to protect its mission-critical workloads and data with
snapshots it can count on, as often as every five
minutes. “We currently have AppAssure take
snapshots every hour,” says Holland. “Therefore,

“If the main building were to go
up in flames, I could quickly get
another server and be back up
within a couple of days”
time to focus on other projects critical to the
business, such as the disaster recovery planning
required for both business continuity and regulatory compliance.
“Because AppAssure is so reliable and easy to
use, I save an average of an hour of work each day
on backup and recovery,” says Holland. “With
that time, I’ve been able to use AppAssure to implement a disaster recovery strategy and achieve
compliance with FAA regulations. In particular,
the FAA requires us to keep printed copies of the
updated work orders and the manuals the technicians use. With the AppAssure backup repository offsite, if the main building were to go up
in flames, I could quickly get another server and
be back up within a couple of days. Because we
could reprint all of the required documents, we
are now in compliance with the regulations.”

AE&C Services now
backs up all its critical
data with AppAssure,
providing peace of
mind and ensuring
regulatory compliance
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Using digital to
differentiate
In a highly competitive market, energy retailer AGL knew that it needed to
compete on more than just price. To ensure it retained its leading position, it
turned to Avanade and Accenture for help

W

ith a history spanning 175 years,
Australia Gas and Light (AGL) has
cemented itself as one of Australia’s
most successful energy providers. Not only
does it sell and market natural gas, electricity and energy related products and services
to more than 3.8 million residential and small
business customers, but it’s also the largest
privately owned operator and developer of renewable generation assets.
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But staying ahead in today’s operating environment is no easy feat; deregulation in
the energy sector in 2001 paved the way for
a number of new energy utilities to enter the
market and AGL found itself trading in a more
dynamic and competitive marketplace. While
this new climate meant that customer churn
was at an all-time high, it also presented opportunities unprecedented in the industry. In
a highly competitive market, AGL knew that
it needed to compete on more than just price.
Therefore, to ensure it retained its leading position, AGL sought to differentiate itself from
competitors to reduce customer turnover and
to implement new strategies to retain their already strong customer base.
In order to achieve this, AGL turned to Avanade and Accenture to help it to provide more
engaging services to customers through the creation of a data-rich, personalised, online customer experience. It was also important to provide
tools to make easily available the data captured
by smart meters to enable customers to make informed decisions about their energy usage.
The project involved a number of solutions.
The first was to build a common platform that
could meet both internal and customer-facing
needs. This involved consolidating 50 independently managed business websites into one
consolidated platform. Avanade helped identify the functions and the requirements for each
site to ensure all needs would be met. The
solution also included using Microosft Azure
cloud technology to run the Sitecore-based
solution, again to maximise AGL’s existing
investment in Microsoft technologies. Cloud
technology facilitates efficiencies and scalability, ensuring the stability of the platform sup-

porting high activity at peak times. Existing
self-service technology was migrated to the
Sitecore in Azure platform, so customers can
easily pay their bills, view their account activity or plan for a house move.
The new solution has meant significant gains
for AGL. The new platform offers customers personalised usage reports and 24-month
energy management plans, enabling them to
choose how to manage their energy consumption. As a result of these new features, home
page visitors are 47% more likely to go directly
to AGL’s energy plans page to consider AGL as
their energy provider.
With their site optimised for mobile, AGL is
seeing a 29% increase in mobile conversions
with an increase in mobile visitors overall. The
new ‘pay your bill’ quick link is the site’s second
most used link, suggesting customers value the
opportunity to easily pay their bill online. The

site is more accessible overall, loading up to 40%
more quickly, supporting a smooth user experience plus effective search engine optimisation.
By delivering personalised, actionable energy
information to its customers, AGL has boosted customer engagement, retaining existing
customers and attracting new ones. Mobile access has opened new doors to on-the-go, busy
customers who value the chance to connect via
their smartphones.
By developing an integrated platform with
strong design and scalable cloud technology,
the new AGL website is nimble and responsive, and can quickly accommodate changing requirements and market demands. In a
crowded, competitive energy market, Avanade
and Accenture have helped AGL differentiate
itself via a real-time, on-the-go ability to deliver meaningful data and help customers choose
wisely, when and how they use energy.

AGL is one of the largest
renewable energy
companies in Australia
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